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Introduction

This guide highlights some of the key requirements and competitive differentiators to consider when selecting and buying Software Asset Management (SAM) tools.

I have also included a section on the trends that are driving interest in SAM and some general implementation advice – since this should be integral to your selection choices.

This is version 3 of our SAM tool buyer’s guide. This version combines the advice from the previous six years and updates it with current technology trends.

See the previous versions below:

- [http://www.itassetmanagement.net/2011/05/05/sam-tool-checklistv2/](http://www.itassetmanagement.net/2011/05/05/sam-tool-checklistv2/) (2011)

This guide is intended as a reference guide to prompt you with things to think about when building your selection criteria. Not all points will be applicable to your SAM selection project so you can pick and choose to meet your requirements.

If you have any comments or you think I’ve missed anything please give me a shout.

- Twitter [https://twitter.com/itammartin](https://twitter.com/itammartin)
- LinkedIn [http://www.linkedin.com/in/martinthompson](http://www.linkedin.com/in/martinthompson)
- Email [http://www.itassetmanagement.net/contact/](http://www.itassetmanagement.net/contact/)
Seven Key Ingredients for Successful SAM

Before we begin, I think it is useful to highlight what you need above and beyond a SAM tool to implement a successful and lasting SAM practice within your organisation. Below are what we consider to be seven basic ingredients required for SAM. As you can see, some of these elements go far beyond technology, but are something you should be aware of when selecting tools:

1. **Authority** – Do we have someone in the business that buys into SAM as a practice at a high level, ‘gets it’ and has sufficient impetus to get things done and make changes?

2. **Internal resource** – Do we have resource internally to own and manage our entire SAM practice (and the Tools, Process, People, Partners involved)? Even if you outsource your entire SAM function to a specialist or service provider, you’ll still need internal resource to manage that partner.

3. **Good trustworthy data** – Where is our inventory data coming from? Will the SAM tool provide this or will it come from other sources? How will we verify it is accurate? If you have a $500 application on each of your 5,000 desktops and your inventory is only 70% accurate, that’s a $750,000 potential risk.

4. **Good trustworthy license records** – where will new and historical license records come from? How will we update them as new software is purchased? How will we verify they are accurate? How do we know we won’t be embarrassed with inaccurate records if a software publisher comes knocking for an audit?

5. **Reconciliation process** – Once upon a time SAM involved matching your five licenses against your five machines. Nowadays complex license programs with sophisticated product use rights or measurement mechanisms means most of the large software publishers in your environment will need a unique reconciliation process collecting many data points above and beyond your SAM tool capabilities. The reconciliation process will also be dependent on a broad team of stakeholders within the business to collect the right data.

6. **Licensing savvy** – I believe it is unrealistic for an experienced SAM professional to have expert current knowledge about every single license program in their estate. Which experts, internally and externally, can we lean upon to ensure we have sufficient knowledge to manage our license programs and make informed decisions?

7. **Executive group to oversee change** – SAM is not a point in time project but should be an on going continual service improvement process. It needs an executive group that will sign off on the SAM business plan, set realistic scope, monitor progress over time and have sufficient oomph within the business to make things happen.

How can the SAM tool you select help you with these ingredients?

---

Business demands and trends driving interest in SAM

It is important to consider the trends that are driving interest in SAM, since the tool you select needs to be able to cope with these pressures. A good SAM tool manufacturer will anticipate trends in the market and steer its product development roadmap accordingly.

Interest in SAM is being driven by four key industry trends:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Innovation</th>
<th>Consumer led demand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT departments need to make quicker and smarter decisions regarding emerging technology and new projects. To be agile and move fast – the IT department needs good, trustworthy asset data to support decision-making.</td>
<td>Apps, Phones, Tablets, BYOD, BYOA, Grey IT, – consumer demand is placing increasing pressure on the IT department in terms of delivery of apps and services to new devices via new channels. All of these challenges still need good software governance and asset management.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial transparency</th>
<th>Mega-Vendor Audit Behaviour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IT permeates every area of the business these days, but there are no more experimental budgets and bleeding edge experiments, IT must justify its existence every step of the way. Organisations want to know where the IT spend is going and how they can influence it. ITAM can deliver this transparency. Reducing costs, being more efficient with existing spend or simply delivering transparency so it is much easier to justify further investment.</td>
<td>The biggest driver of all is the big software publishers and their audits. Modern day audits are not about compliance, they are about driving the next deal. Organisations without a good handle on their IT Assets will be dragged through negotiations and renewals on the back foot.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Common Implementation Failures

Finally, be aware of the three biggest failures we witness when organisations attempt to implement SAM. Again, your SAM tool, implementation partner and extended SAM ecosystem should help you manage these issues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most common SAM implementation failures</th>
<th>How to address it</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Trying to boil the ocean</td>
<td>Set tight scope. Only take on 3, 5, or 10 software suppliers to start with and based on prioritised risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Not knowing what success looks like</td>
<td>Begin with the end in mind. What does finished look like? What does ready for an audit look like? What would your internal audit or external software publisher be looking for during an audit. Start here and work backwards to build your implementation plan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Treating SAM like a short term project</td>
<td>Consider SAM like a continual service improvement (CSI) initiative. Start small and slowly improve things over time based on key metrics. Communicate your success and feed the business plan accordingly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ITAM Review SAM Tool Assessment Model

Bearing in mind what we’ve just discussed in terms of SAM implementation; what can modern SAM tools do to help us?

Our assessment model for SAM tools is split into six major categories as follows:

1. Visibility
2. Identification
3. Risk
4. Efficiency
5. Agility
6. CSI

The diagram below provides a high level summary of the six major areas. The traffic light colour coding on the right hand side of each box refers to our opinion of current industry maturity in each area.

- **Green** – Good, most tools are addressing this area well
- **Amber** – Room for Improvement – most tools could do better in this area
- **Red** – Weak – most tools are lacking key functionality in this area
Assessment Model Weightings

We have applied a weighting for each functional area to highlight the relative importance of each area. As mentioned before, consider this a starting point which can be adjusted based on your individual preferences and requirements.
1. Visibility

- Industry Score: Amber (Good inventory and discovery tools exist in the market, very few of them put enough importance on verifying the accuracy of data. Cloud and mobile discovery and risk analysis is emerging).
- Weighting: 20%
- Key competencies in this area: Audit assets, collect inventory, discover devices that have not been audited, verify the accuracy of inventory to build trustworthy inventory.

Questions to ask prospective SAM tools:

- What features does your product include to help clients maintain an accurate and up to date view of their IT assets? See – Total Number of IT Assets – the most basic of metrics
- How can your clients tell if they are getting adequate coverage and regular auditing of their estate? What operating coverage is available? What types of devices?
- How do I communicate with assets? With Agents, Agentless? Zero Footprint? See also Agent vs Agentless
- How can a client identify duplicates, retired machines or machines that have gone missing? There is nothing worse than a bloated out of date database which nobody trusts
- How can clients tell when new machines are added to the environment? Your team adds 50 new devices for new starters – how do they appear in terms of SAM, you need an accurate view of current assets in case the new starter business process slips.
- What is the process for discovering new machines / platforms on the network? How do I classify and manage them? This might not appear very important when looking at a demo with 50 machines – but how do I manage 5000 dynamic machines in a real environment?
- Does your technology track and manage the existence and usage of virtual platforms, virtual operating systems or web based applications? Can the tool tell a) Where the VMs are and b) how they relate to users, locations and physical machines. See also Licensing in Virtual Environments – Six Steps to Containing Costs and Managing Virtual License Boundaries.

2 http://www.itassetmanagement.net/2008/08/25/a-view-of-your-total-number-of-it-assets-the-most-basic-of-itam-metrics/
3 http://www.itassetmanagement.net/2009/05/05/article-agent-vs-agentless/
5 http://www.itassetmanagement.net/2009/12/01/managing-virtual-license-boundaries/
2. Identification

- Industry Score: Green (Recognising assets, assigning them to product families and suites, comparing technical data with procurement artefacts and identifying licensable status is a core competence for most modern SAM tools)
- Weighting: 25%
- Key competencies in this area: Recognise software titles from raw technical data, identify the product use rights for each software title, manage entitlement statements from software publishers and integrate with procurement systems. Manage complex license types and bespoke negotiated clauses.

Questions to ask prospective SAM tools:

- Describe how your technology recognizes software (Header Information = Weak, Add / Remove Programs = Weak, Software Recognition Database = Better – but test it’s accuracy)
  See also – Software Recognition – What’s the big deal? 
- How does your technology allow users to prioritize risk and sort software? In intellectual property terms Winzip is equal to Oracle. When looking how much you spend on each vendor each year you need to be a little bit more pragmatic. How do I filter out the noise? See – What License Managers can Learn from the Railways
- How is the usage of applications managed within your technology? Is it actual usage or just open? How are applications linked to devices and/or platforms?
- Does your technology supplement software discovered with any additional intelligence? (SKU, Price, Category, Risk etc.)
- What features are included to automate the recognition process whilst maintaining accuracy? Does it learn? Does it offer recognition suggestions? Does it offer guidance on what needs recognizing?
- How does a client reconcile their entitlements against discovered software?
- What features are included to automate the reconciliation process? (if I have 20,000 users do I have to manually link up each license?)
- How are different license types usage rights managed within the reconciliation process? Think about your license agreements in place – per user, per processor, per core, per use, per year etc.
- Product Use Rights - Does your technology provide license intelligence based on what is discovered? If I find an application installed does it suggest how that application might be licensed and how I can use it? E.g. I found an application, it is usually licensed per named user, that named user can also use it on a mobile device as well as their main machine.
- How and where is documentation and / or meta data associated with licensing stored?
- How does your technology handle Global Agreements, Local Agreements and Nested or Parent / Child Agreements or other contracts with dependencies?
3. Risk

- Industry Score: Green (Compliance statements are the meat and potatoes of most SAM tools. More sophisticated tools will prioritise risk and suggest remedial action)
- Weighting: 25%
- Key competencies in this area: Management reporting on compliance risk. Prioritising risks to the business. Suggesting remedial action or most pressing issues to address.

Questions to ask prospective SAM tools:

- What intelligence is provided to clients to assess their compliance position, negotiate contracts and remove risk?
- How does your technology cater for multiple user types, roles and responsibilities? Your multi-million dollar compliance position or contract negotiation is not necessarily something you want shared with the whole company.
- How does your technology support the optimal usage of software and minimize the risk of non-compliance across multiple cost centres? Is there an internal costing view and external auditor view? Can I auto allocate licenses automatically according to rules?
- Can clients be alerted or sent scheduled reports?
- What information and support is provided to customers to build their compliance position and maintain it on an on-going basis?
4. Efficiency

- Industry Score: Amber (Software usage is common among those SAM that offer inventory but software efficiency is under utilised. There is significant further opportunity for organising to optimise.)
- Weighting: 15%
- Key competencies in this area: Reporting on what applications are not being used, initiating work flows to remove software based on usage, identifying suite or functional overlap, suggesting cheaper alternatives, helping customers make smarter decisions on maintenance or subscription renewals, benchmarking spend against peers.

Questions to ask prospective SAM tools:

- How does your offering monitor the usage of applications or work with systems that track usage?
- What does your solution offer to support the removal of unused software?
- What intelligence does your offering provide to highlight inappropriate product suite usage e.g. customer has professional edition installed but based on usage analytics standard edition would suffice?
- What intelligence does your offering provide to help customers consolidate their software portfolio and remove redundant or duplicate applications? E.g. Removing expensive PDF creators when they are built into other tools, or if a client has 15 different image editing applications – helping them consolidate.
- How does your technology support maintenance renewals, contract negotiations or ensuring I’m getting best value from subscriptions?
- What information does your offering provide to assess if I have architected my environment in the optimal way to ensure the most efficient spend whilst meeting my technology goals? i.e. could my architecture be changed to reduce spend whilst meeting license terms?
- What information does your solution provide to allow me to benchmark spend and negotiated terms against my industry peers?
5. Agility

- Industry Score: Amber (Traditionally SAM has been based on reacting to change, there is great opportunity for tools to help with anticipating and helping the business navigate change with SAM data before decisions are made)
- Weighting: 10%
- Key competencies in this area: Service request automation, approved software catalogues, automated approval and removal processes, change management integration and awareness, ITSM lifecycle integrations, Asset register, management of full lifecycle, scenario modelling, advanced reporting, internal markets, charge back / show back features.

To be agile, we need to shift from SAM being a reactive process (counting up the mess after it has happened, performing true-ups) to be Proactive. We need to stand shoulder-to-shoulder with the architects and project managers making technology choices to support them and help the business make smarter decisions.

The table below highlights the six most likely sources of change within your IT environment. By embracing and working with these sources of change, we can help the business make quicker and smarter decisions.

ITAM can be an enabler and source of business intelligence – addressing change at a strategic level rather than in a reactive fire-fighting capacity.

### Sources of Change

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Likely source of change</th>
<th>Scope</th>
<th>ITAM Strategy to stay on top of changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Deployment of new projects and upgrades</td>
<td>Whole IT Estate</td>
<td>PMO Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Changes to infrastructure and production systems</td>
<td>Primarily Datacentre</td>
<td>CAB Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 End User Requests</td>
<td>Primarily Desktop, Laptop, Mobile</td>
<td>Automated Request Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 People joining, leaving, changing roles, finishing projects or otherwise not using assets</td>
<td>Whole IT Estate</td>
<td>Proactive Reclaim / HR Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Engineer / Support staff changes / IMAC</td>
<td>Primarily desktop, Laptop and Mobile</td>
<td>ITSM / Service Alignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 People buying stuff</td>
<td>Whole IT Estate</td>
<td>Review ITAM data before procurement, internal market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The diagram below shows a typical cradle-to-grave lifecycle of an asset and where the opportunities exist for providing more agile SAM and integrating with ITSM.

What does your prospective SAM tool bring to the table to help with these integration opportunities?

**Where ITAM meets ITSM**

Questions to ask prospective SAM tools:

- How does your offering support the architectural decision-making process and deployment of new projects? (Scenario modelling, what-if analysis)
- Does your offering provide a service catalogue, automated approvals process or online shopping cart facility?
- Does your offering integrate or compliment service desk or ITSM offerings? (Especially change management and incidents involving software changes)
- How does your solution integrate with joiner, mover and leaver process within my organisation? How does it track the live status of users and customers of IT within the system?
- How does the solution track the lifecycle of assets through the whole lifecycle (hardware and software) from request to retirement, destruction or removal?
6. Continual Service Improvement (CSI)

- Industry Score: Red (Missing from the majority of SAM tools, lots of scope for improvement in this area)
- Weighting: 5%
- Key competencies in this area: Monitoring process performance and governance, root cause analysis, business plan performance, KPI dashboards and management reporting.

Your SAM tool should help you on a maturity journey: providing good data and showing the risks, helping you satisfy then maintain compliance, cut unnecessary costs, improve efficiencies and ultimately provide agility through quicker and smarter decisions. This is a long road and requires a gradual continual service improvement approach – what does your SAM tool bring to the table to support this CSI process?

Continuous Improvement in SAM

What is required?

1. Authority
2. Internal resource
3. Good, verified inventory
4. Good, verified license records
5. A License reconciliation process
6. License expertise
7. Executive group to drive change
Questions to ask prospective SAM tools:

- How does your solution provide exception reporting?
- What features does your solution provide to support customers monitor their performance against the SAM plan?
- How do customers develop and monitor performance against key performance indicators?
- What intelligence is provided to help customers identify root causes underlying compliance issues (if compliance reporting and exception reporting is incident management, what does the SAM tool provide to help with problem management – identifying root causes)
- What intelligence does your SAM tool provide to highlight your current SAM maturity and make progress?
- How can customers tell if their SAM processes are working and whether leaks are occurring?

Summary

In summary, we recommend that you consider the following feature areas when building your selection criteria and short list for SAM tools.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature Area</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Visibility</td>
<td>Show me everything I have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Identification</td>
<td>Help me identify everything I have correctly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Risk</td>
<td>Prioritize the risks for me</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Efficiency</td>
<td>Help me stretch my money further</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Agility</td>
<td>Enable me to make better decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. CSI</td>
<td>Support me to improve my SAM maturity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Let me know what you think, is there anything missing?

If you have any comments or you think I’ve missed anything please give me a shout.

- Twitter https://twitter.com/itammartin
- LinkedIn http://www.linkedin.com/in/martinthompson
- Email http://www.itassetmanagement.net/contact/

Martin Thompson,
The ITAM Review
www.itassetmanagement.net
February 2015.